
                                                     
 

Hello,  
 
Thank you in advance for investing time on this article about “Symbol 2306”. Let’s jump right in and get started!  
 
Symbol 2306 is a 100% profit free and newly established project with the goals and intents of raising awareness to 
new music and music artist through the acts of revisioned video features, repost and shares on the current and 
available Social Media platforms.  
 
Symbol 2306 is currently active on the following Social Media platforms:  

YouTube 
Facebook 
Soundcloud 
Instagram 
Tumblr 

 
Symbol 2306 is currently affiliated and open to working with:  

Musicians  
Music Artist  
Music Producers  
Record Labels  
Music Artist Agencies  
Music Artist Managers  

 
REQUIRED DETAILS 

 
To make sure all credits,recognition and information is stated and accurate, please review and provide all the 
required details.  
 
① Artist Name(s) (correct spelling, punctuation marks/symbols and case sensitive) 

If more than one artist or a featured artist please list all names.  
 
② Track Title (correct spelling, punctuation marks/symbols and case sensitive) 
If stating credits to a producer in the track title, please:  

State producer in parenthesis “(prod. By Artist Name)”  
Provide social media links for the producers recognition (optional)  
(any additional) (optional)  

If the track is a remix, dub, edit, radio, live, single, extended, etc: 
State the version in parenthesis (optional)  

 
③ Social Media Links: (optional) (for each featured artist, producer, label, etc.) (the ones you have and/or care to 
share)  

Website 
Facebook 
Instagram 
YouTube 
Spotify 
SoundCloud 
Beatport 
Twitter 
(any additional)  
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④ Genre (optional) (hip-hop, house, dubstep, trap, country, rock, orchestral, etc.)  
Feel free to state any and/or all genres your music submission may consist of.  
Please be as accurate as possible.  

 
⑤ Label/Distributor (required)  
Provide your label/distributors title for recognitions and credits, please provide:  

Labels/Distributors Name/Title  
Website (optional)  
Social Media Platforms (optional)  
(any additional) (optional) 

 
⑥ Official Release Date (optional)  
DD-MMM-YYYY, example. 01-JAN-2019 
 
⑦ Scheduled/Distribution Release Date (optional)  
DD-MMM-YYYY, example. 01-JAN-2019 
If you would like a strategical repost/feature in accordance to your distribution/release date, please provide the 
distribution/release date at minimum 3 days in advance.  
 
⑧ Permission Statement (required)  
If a permission statement is not provided by the appropriate and authorized owner, "Symbol 2306" is not permitted 
and can not legally feature or re-post your music)  
 

Permission Statement Example:  
(I "Owners Name(s)" grant "Symbol 2306" permissions to revision, feature and re-post "Track Title")  

 
If your music repost/feature videos are copyright striked, muted, banned, blocked and/or blocked world-wide, your 
repost/feature will be removed from all "Symbol 2306" platforms. I will notify you via email on the circumstance and 
status of the situation and the proceeding action. This may or may not affect your opportunity for future repost and 
features through/under "Symbol 2306". If your music repost/feature video is copyright claimed, this is likely due to the 
fact that your track has been released via authorized distribution and YouTube recognizes so. As long as the 
copyright owner does not strike your music repost/feature video, your music repost/feature video will remain public 
and active on Symbol 2306 platforms. If you’d like your music repost/feature video to be removed from all Symbol 
2306 platforms, please contact me. I will do so, no questions asked and no explanations or statements required.  
 
⑨ Track File  
ATTACH YOUR TRACK IN .WAV FORMAT FOR THE BEST QUALITY OUTCOME.  
You may attach your track to the email or provide a download link to your track.  
 
⑩ Fanlink (optional) 
Provide a fanlink if you have one. If you do not have a fanlink and desire one, please consider the use of these free 
services:  

https://songwhip.com/ (no sign-up required)  
https://odesli.co/ (no sign-up required)  
https://amplify.link/ (sign-up is required)  

 
⑪ Hashtags (optional) 
Provide hashtags you would like to implement in your features and repost.  

25 hashtags limit  
5 hashtag slots will be reserved for common use  
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FAQs 
 
(❓) Symbol 2306 Email (submits, questions, info, inquiries, etc.)  
(✔ ) symbol2306@gmail.com  
 
(❓) YouTube Channel Name  
(✔ ) "Symbol 2306".  
 
(❓) YouTube Channel URL  
(✔ ) https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_fCXXaX4g8dpLuoZdKc1ow?view_as=subscriber  
The YouTube Channel's URL is not customized until the channel reaches YouTube requirements (1000 followers, "X" 
amount of views, etc.)  
 
(❓) Why the name "Symbol 2306"?  
(✔ ) Symbol 2306 is a Unicode for the symbol "⌆", meaning the word "perspective".  
The goal is to express all points of views and perspectives of music.  
 
(❓) What kind of video? 
(✔ ) • Audio Spectrum Motion Graphics  

4K (3840 x 2160)  
Black, White, and Gray scale.  
Background of an image with permissions and/or authority for use 

 
(❓) Why are you doing this?  
(✔ ) This is a constructive concept that is proven to work in beneficial and positive manners and ways. This will 
provide music artist an alternative place for their music to be heard. This will help boost your online presence and the 
internet's algorithm in regards to your brands search. I am one to believe that artists (human beings in general) 
should work together in overall, so this gesture is the least I am capable and able to do and make happen in a minor 
and hassle free act. I personally enjoy listening to new music, discovering new music artists and assisting in the 
process of promotions and advertisements.  
 
(❓) How much does this cost?  
(✔ ) This service is 100% free of charge. All this will cost is my time and your patience. It's a process to render motion 
graphic videos and prepared for posting (i.e. a 3-4 minute song can take 5+ hours to render and process). There will 
be no charge or payouts before, during, or after the process.  
 
(❓) Are you monetizing your videos?  
(✔ ) No monetizing will be done on any "Symbol 2306" video posts. Your track and video will not be re-distributed nor 
profited from in any format or manner or way by "Symbol 2306".  
 
(❓) Is there a website?  
(✔ ) No, not at the moment. Based on the progress of "Symbol 2306", I hope to establish an official website in the 
near future.  
 
(❓) When will you start posting?  
(✔ ) Postings have official started on 01-DEC-2019. Videos will be posted daily between the hours of 12AM-12PM for 
consistency and preferred internet algorithms.  
 
(❓) How do I submit music?  
(✔ ) Submit an email with the details requires. I will respond personally and inform you if any further details are 
necessary. You will be notified of your repost date and time well in advance.  
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(❓) Can I submit any track/song?  
(✔ )       Music Artist/Producers  
You are more than welcome to submit any track/song you own the rights to. Please notify all featured artists and/or all 
producers of your music submission. Please request the appropriate permissions from the distributing label or notify 
the distributor of your music submit and inform the distributor you have provided a permission statement for your 
feature/re-post. You or your label/agency/management may contact me if there are any additional questions or 
concerns.  
 

Independent Music Artist/Producers  
You are more than welcome to submit any track/song you own the rights to. Please notify all featured artists and/or all 
producers of your music submission. Please provide a permission statement in the email. Please contact me if there 
are any additional questions or concerns.  

 
Record Labels/Agencies/Management  

You are more than welcome to submit any track/song as long as you provide a permission statement in the email. 
Please notify all featured artists and/or all producers of your music submission. Please contact me if there are any 
additional questions or concerns.  
 
If you do not own the rights to the music, DO NOT SUBMIT THE MUSIC. Please do not submit music for a friend. 
Your submission will be deleted and this will affect your opportunities and future endeavors with Symbol 2306. This 
service is intended for use by indirect contact with the permitted music owners. Please be considerate and play by 
the rules.  
 
(❓) How many tracks/songs can I submit?  
(✔ ) This offer is not limited to one submit. Please submit as many times as you'd like and as often as you'd like. To 
better keep track and organization on my end, please submit 1 track per email. Sorry for the inconvenience on that 
part, but that would be highly appreciated.  
 
(❓) Can I provide my own background artwork?  
(✔ ) The goal is to use copyright free images from permitted websites or by permission of the image owner. If you 
would like to provide an image for your video backdrop, please follow the following requirements:  

Image must be 4k (3840 x 2160 or larger and at best resolution possible) 
Image must be on a black, white and gray scale (the current theme). I can assist with applying this 

effect if needed as well.  
Image must not consist of unauthorized, prohibited and copyrighted material, inhumane violence, 

inhumane gore, animal abuse, death or dying, political views, religious beliefs, invasion of privacy, full nudity, logos, 
advertisements of a brand, advertisements of a person, social media logos, symbols, emojis, additional or applied 
text, selfies, anything criminalizing or incriminating, racism, discriminating, illegal drugs or drug abuse, memes, and 
more.  

You must provide the url link or the original source of the image for review.  
You must provide the documentation and proof of permission to use the image you acquired from 

an artist, photographer, graphic designer, etc.  
Please pay attention to how your image will appear upon the videos layout and may result in poor 

performance.  
The image you provide is not guaranteed for use.  
All images will be fully reviewed and further investigated if necessary.  

 
(❓) What about my album/single cover art?  
(✔ ) You may attach and forward your official album/single cover art. Although they are not currently of any use to the 
current theme and layout, I may apply and incorporate the cover artwork in future repost and features.  
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Your Support and Appreciation  
When the time suits you best, please make an effort to support Symbol 2306 on all available social media platforms 
you can. Please feel free to raise awareness and invite your friends to like, subscribe, follow and share the social 
media platforms.  
You may or may not be a music entrepreneur or pursuing a career in the likes, however, we are all surrounded by or 
know of a talented musical artist. Raise awareness of Symbol 2306 to those who may be interested or could use a 
platform as such.  
The music submission window is always open and will always be available for all types, kinds and variety of music.  
 
Legal Information  
All engagements and activities under/through "Symbol 2306" are handled, approached and accomplished in 100% 
legal formats, methods, manners and ways.  
I understand the importance of strategic distribution and the confidentiality of a new release. If the music artist, 
producer, label, agency, management, etc. desire a signed statement verifying, confirming and gauranteeing 100% 
confidentiality of a new release, from "Symbol 2306" and myself "Jorge Cuestas", please provide your summarized 
document(s) via email. Do not hesitate to contact me as well if necessary.  
 
NOTE: I am the creator and executor of Symbol 2306. Symbol 2306 is currently operated individually by myself 
alone. No information, files, or details provided will be exploited, abused or utilized in any unauthorized and illegal 
formats, manners or ways.  
 
About me  
My name is Jorge Cuestas. I am a Music Producer, Audio Engineer, Sound Designer and Graphic Designer.  
I am a Disk Jockey and Performing Artist by the alias name "DJ PERSPECTIVE". I am currently based in 
Washington, D.C. and travel as needed. I am currently signed to a variety of labels and as of recent acquired a 
position in production for a grammy award winning artist. I love what I do and I love helping others.  
 
If you have any additional questions or concerns, please feel free to reach out and contact me anytime.  
Do not hesitate to connect and communicate with me via email or any social media platforms. I am very responsive 
and will return a response as soon as possible and/or as needed.  
 
Thank you, I look forward to a long-term network and connection working with you, your art and creativity.  
 
 

Jorge Cuestas          |          Symbol 2306          |          Entrepreneur          |          Innovator          |          Creator 
 
 

 
symbol2306@gmail.com 

⌆ YOUTUBE ⌆ FACEBOOK ⌆ INSTAGRAM ⌆ SOUNDCLOUD ⌆ TUMBLR ⌆ 
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